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Abstract
In this work, we propose intrinsic interference mitigating coordinated beamforming (IIM-CBF)-based transmission
strategies for the downlink of multi-user multiple-input-multiple-out (MIMO) systems and coordinated multi-point
(CoMP) systems where filter bank based multi-carrier with offset quadrature amplitude modulation (FBMC/OQAM) is
employed. Our goal is to alleviate the dimensionality constraint imposed on the state-of-the-art solutions for
FBMC/OQAM-based space division multiple access that the total number of receive antennas of the users must not
exceed the number of transmit antennas at the base station. First, two IIM-CBF algorithms are developed for a
single-cell multi-user MIMO downlink system. The central idea is to jointly and iteratively calculate the precoding
matrix and decoding matrix for each subcarrier to mitigate the multi-user interference as well as the intrinsic
interference inherent in FBMC/OQAM-based systems. Second, for a CoMP downlink scenario where partial
coordination among the base stations is considered, the application of coordinated beamforming-based transmission
schemes is further investigated. An appropriate IIM-CBF technique is proposed. Simulation results show that when the
number of transmit antennas at the base station is equal to the total number of receive antennas of the users, the
proposed IIM-CBF algorithm outperforms the existing transmission strategies for FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user
MIMO downlink systems. Moreover, we evaluate the performances of the IIM-CBF schemes in the downlink of
multi-user MIMO systems and CoMP systems where the total number of receive antennas of users exceeds the
number of transmit antennas at the base station. It is observed that by employing the IIM-CBF techniques,
FBMC/OQAM systems achieve a similar bit error rate (BER) performance as its orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing with the cyclic prefix insertion (CP-OFDM)-based counterpart while exhibiting superiority in terms of a
higher spectral efficiency, a greater robustness against synchronization errors, and a lower out-of-band radiation. In
the presence of residual carrier frequency offsets, FBMC/OQAM systems provide a much better performance
compared to the CP-OFDM-based system, which corroborates the theoretical analysis that FBMC/OQAM systems are
more immune to the lack of perfect synchronization. In addition, numerical results with respect to the convergence
behavior of the IIM-CBF techniques are presented, and the computational complexity issue is also addressed.
1 Introduction
As a promising alternative to orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing with the cyclic prefix insertion (CP-
OFDM), filter bank based multi-carrier modulation (FB-
MC) has received great research attention in recent years.
Using spectrally well-contained synthesis and analysis of
filter banks at the transmitter and at the receiver [1,2],
FB-MC has an agile spectrum. Thereby, the out-of-band
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radiation is lower compared to CP-OFDM, and it is con-
sequently beneficial to choose FB-MC over CP-OFDM for
asynchronous scenarios [3,4] or to achieve an effective
utilization of spectrum holes [5,6]. Moreover, in systems
where filter bank based multi-carrier with offset quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (FBMC/OQAM) is employed,
the fact that the insertion of the CP is not required as
in CP-OFDM-based systems leads to a higher spectral
efficiency.
In FBMC/OQAM systems, the real and imaginary parts
of each complex-valued data symbol are staggered by half
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of the symbol period [2,7] such that the desired signal
and the intrinsic interference are separated in the real
domain and in the pure imaginary domain, respectively.
Different approaches of canceling the intrinsic interfer-
ence have been proposed based on different assump-
tions on the frequency selectivity of the channel. In
[8] and [9] where receive processing techniques have
been developed for multiple-input-multiple-out (MIMO)
FBMC/OQAM systems, it is assumed that the chan-
nel frequency responses of adjacent subcarriers do not
vary. Consequently, the intrinsic interference is canceled
by taking the real part of the resulting signal after the
equalization.
To alleviate the constraint on the frequency selectivity
of the channel, a zero forcing (ZF)-based approach has
been proposed in [10] for multi-stream transmissions in
a MIMO FBMC/OQAM system where the channel is not
restricted to flat fading. More details of the performance
analysis of this algorithm have been presented in [11].
However, the work in [10] and [11] is limited to the case
where the number of receive antennas does not exceed
the number of transmit antennas. In addition, the authors
have shown numerically and have also pointed out that
their proposed approach only provides a satisfactory per-
formance in an asymmetric configuration, i.e., when the
number of transmit antennas is larger than the number of
receive antennas. Based on the concept of mitigating the
intrinsic interference mentioned above for point-to-point
MIMO FBMC/OQAM systems, the authors in [12] have
adapted the conventional spatial Tomlinson-Harashima
precoder (STHP) to an FBMC/OQAM-based multiple-
input-single-output broadcast channel (MISO-BC) which
results in a new nonlinear precoder. It is known that
nonlinear precoders have a higher computational com-
plexity compared to linear precoders. Moreover, the non-
linear precoding technique in [12] is restricted to the case
where each user is equipped with only a single receive
antenna. On the other hand, a block diagonalization (BD)-
based linear precoder has been developed in [13] for the
FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO downlink with
space division multiple access (SDMA). It adopts the cen-
tral idea of BD [14] to mitigate the multi-user interference
and then uses the ZF-based approach [10] to deal with
the intrinsic interference cancelation for the resulting
equivalent single-user transmissions. Consequently, this
algorithm inherits the drawback of the ZF-based scheme
such that it also fails to achieve a good performance in a
symmetric multi-user MIMO downlink setting, where the
number of transmit antennas at the base station is equal to
the total number of receive antennas of the users. In addi-
tion, this linear precoder suffers from the dimensionality
constraint that the total number of receive antennas of
the users must not exceed the number of transmit anten-
nas at the base station. Note that similarly as in these
publications, we focus on scenarios where the channel on
each subcarrier is flat fading in this work.
Although the case of highly frequency selective chan-
nels is beyond the scope of this paper, we also refer to two
techniques designed for such scenarios to complete the
review of the state-of-the-art transmission schemes for
FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user downlink systems. The
linear precoder in [15] has a structure of a filter applied
on each subcarrier and its two adjacent subcarriers at
twice the symbol rate. It also only focuses on the set-
ting where the number of transmit antennas at the base
station is not smaller than the total number of receive
antennas of the users. Moreover, it only allows each
user to have a single receive antenna, and consequently
only one data stream can be transmitted to each user.
In [16], transmission schemes for FBMC/OQAM-based
multi-user MISO downlink systems have been developed
also considering highly frequency selective channels. The
authors have devised two different minimummean square
error (MMSE) approaches. A close-form solution is pro-
vided in the first one, while the second scheme involves
a joint transmitter and receiver design via an iterative
procedure. Note that in the aforementioned publications
on the FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user downlink, the
impact of the residual carrier frequency offsets (CFOs) has
not been investigated.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, FBMC/OQAM-
based coordinated multi-point (CoMP) techniques have
not been studied in the literature. In the context of CP-
OFDM, the corresponding research has been very fruitful,
and CoMP is known as one of the advanced commu-
nication techniques that are able to provide benefits of
reduced inter-cell interference and enhanced cell edge
throughput [17-21]. In this work, we focus on downlink
CoMP and the schemes that belong to the category of joint
transmission [18]. When the full cooperation between the
base stations of adjacent cells is assumed, the channel state
information (CSI) and signals for all users are shared by
the base stations. In this case, a virtual multi-user MIMO
downlink setting is formed, where the transmit antennas
are geographically separated. Thereby, the transmission
strategies that have been developed for the single-cell
multi-user MIMO downlink can be employed. Never-
theless, such a full cooperation scheme is not practical
due to issues such as it requires excessive information
exchange resulting in a large signaling overhead, and the
CSI of all users is very hard to acquire [19]. As a more
realistic solution, partial cooperation schemes have been
proposed in [19,21,22], where the users are classified
into two categories, cell (or in some papers [19,21], clus-
ter that consists of multiple cells) interior users and cell
(cluster) edge users. The base stations of adjacent cells
(clusters) transmit the same signals to the cell (cluster)
edge users and coordinate beamforming techniques that
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rely on the limited cooperation between the cells (clus-
ters) (e.g., the exchange of the beamforming matrices for
cell (cluster) edge users) are employed to suppress the
intra-cell (cluster) and inter-cell (cluster) interference. For
these downlink CoMP scenarios, it is more likely that the
total number of receive antennas of the users served by
one base station is larger than the number of transmit
antennas. Thus, transmission strategies that are able to
tackle such a case are required. Note that in the afore-
mentioned publications on CP-OFDM-based downlink
CoMP, perfect synchronization is assumed. However, the
asynchronous nature of the interference in the downlink
CoMP setting is emphasized in [23]. It has been shown in
[23] that the lack of perfect synchronization causes a per-
formance degradation. Such a fact greatly motivates the
use of FB-MC as a replacement of CP-OFDM, as FB-MC
is more robust against synchronization errors compared
to CP-OFDM.
In this paper, we design intrinsic interference mitigat-
ing coordinated beamforming (IIM-CBF) schemesa for
the FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO downlink
systems and CoMP downlink systems without restrict-
ing the configuration with respect to the number of
transmit antennas and the number of receive antennas.
First, considering the symmetric single-cell multi-user
MIMO downlink setting where the number of trans-
mit antennas at the base station is equal to the total
number of receive antennas of the users, we propose
to compute the precoding matrix and the decoding
matrix jointly in an iterative procedure for each sub-
carrier. Different choices of the decoding matrix in the
initialization step are recommended for different scenar-
ios. For CP-OFDM-based multi-user MIMO downlink
systems, there have been some publications on coordi-
nated beamforming techniques [19,24] proposed to cope
with the dimensionality constraint imposed on BD-based
precoding algorithms [14]. Inspired by these works, an
IIM-CBF scheme specifically for FBMC/OQAM-based
systems is developed to alleviate the same dimensionality
constraint that all state-of-the-art transmission strategies
for FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user downlink settings
suffer from. It handles the mitigation of the multi-user
interference as well as the intrinsic interference. More-
over, we investigate FBMC/OQAM-based CoMP tech-
niques for the first time and provide an extension of
the IIM-CBF scheme designed for the FBMC/OQAM-
based multi-user MIMO downlink system. To evaluate
the performance of the proposed IIM-CBF algorithms,
we have performed extensive simulations. The bit error
rate (BER) as well as sum rate performances are shown,
and the convergence behavior of the developed coordi-
nated beamforming techniques is also investigated via
numerical simulations. It can be observed that the num-
ber of iterations required for the convergence in these
IIM-CBF schemes is acceptable. Thus, the additional com-
putational complexity is not prohibitive compared to the
close-form algorithms which fail in scenarios where the
total number of receive antennas of the users exceeds
the number of transmit antennas. In addition, we also
investigate the effects of the residual CFOs and demon-
strate the superiority of the FBMC/OQAM-based system
over its CP-OFDM-based counterpart in the tolerance of
synchronization errors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the data model of a single-cell multi-
userMIMOFBMC/OQAM system and reviews two state-
of-the-art transmission strategies for such a system. In
Section 3, the two proposed algorithms IIM-CBF 1 and
IIM-CBF 2 are described in detail for the case where
the number of transmit antennas at the base station is
equal to the total number of receive antennas of the users
and the case where the former is smaller than the latter,
respectively. Section 4 focuses on the CoMP downlink and
presents another coordinated beamforming-based trans-
mission scheme, namely ‘IIM-CBF 3’. Numerical results
are shown in Section 5, before conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.
Notation Matrices and vectors are denoted by bold-
faced uppercase and lowercase letters, respectively. We
use the superscripts T, H, and −1 for transpose, Hermitian
transpose, and matrix inversion, respectively. An M × M
identity matrix is denoted by IM. The Frobenius norm of
a matrix is denoted by ‖ · ‖F. Moreover, Re{·} symbolizes
the real part of the input argument, while Im{·} represents
the imaginary part. For a matrix A, A(m, n) denotes its
(m, n)th entry.
2 Systemmodel
In a multi-user MIMO downlink system where SDMA is
employed, one base station equipped with M(BS)T trans-
mit antennas transmits to Q users at the same time and
on the same frequency. The number of receive anten-
nas of the qth user is denoted by MRq , and the total
number of receive antennas of all users severed simulta-
neously is then M(tot)R =
∑Q
q=1MRq . Assuming that the
channel on each subcarrier can be treated as flat fad-
ing [10,11,13], the combined receive vector on the kth
subcarrier and at the nth time instant is denoted by
yk[n]=
[
yT1,k[n] yT2,k[n] · · · yTQ,k[n]
]T ∈ CM(tot)R where








+ nk[n] , (, i) = (k, n). (1)




R ×M(BS)T denotes the combined chan-
nel matrix of all Q usersb and is written as
Hk[n]=
[





T represents the channel fre-
quency response between the base station and the qth
user, q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q. The data vector dk[n]∈ Rd with the




dT1,k[n] dT2,k[n] · · · dTQ,k[n]
]T
, (3)
where dq,k[n]∈ Rdq denotes the desired signal for the qth
user on the kth subcarrier and at the nth time instant
when (k+n) is evenc, and dq denotes the number of spatial
streams sent to the qth user. The terms cid[i] in (1) con-
tribute to the intrinsic interference and are pure imaginary
if the prototype pulse satisfies the perfect reconstruction
property [7,12], where  = k−1, k, k+1, i = n−3, . . . , n+
3, and (, i) = (k, n). The coefficients ci (cf. Table 1)
represent the system impulse response determined by the
synthesis and analysis filters. The PHYDYAS prototype
filter [25] is used, and the overlapping factor is chosen
to be K = 4. For more details about FBMC/OQAM
systems, the reader is referred to [7]. Moreover, nk[n]∈
C
M(tot)R denotes the combined additive white Gaussian
noise vector with variance σ 2n , and the noise is assumed
to be spatially uncorrelated. For the qth user, the noise
autocorrelation matrix is written as σ 2n IMRq .
Furthermore, Fk[n] ∈ CM
(BS)
T ×d contains the precoding
matrices for all users
Fk[n]=




T ×M(eq)Tq , q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q are calcu-
lated tomitigate themulti-user interference by employing,
e.g., BD [14] such that a multi-user MIMO downlink
system is decoupled into parallel equivalent single-user
transmissions. Here,M(eq)Tq symbolizes the resulting equiv-
alent number of transmit antennas for the qth user. It is
Table 1 Coefficients ci representing the system impulse
response determined by the synthesis and analysis
filters [7]
n − 3 n − 2 n − 1 n n + 1 n + 2 n + 3
k − 1 0.043j −0.125 −0.206j 0.239 0.206j −0.125 −0.043j
k −0.067 0 0.564 1 0.564 0 −0.067
k + 1 −0.043j −0.125 0.206j 0.239 −0.206j −0.125 0.043j
The PHYDYAS prototype filter [25] is used with the overlapping factor K = 4.
determined by the precoding scheme employed to sup-
press the multi-user interference, which will be explained
in detail in Section 3. In addition, Gq,k[n]∈ CM
(eq)
Tq ×dq ,
q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q are the transmit beamforming matrices for
the equivalent single-user systems. Note that throughout
this work, equal power allocation on the spatial streams
and subcarriers is assumed.
2.1 Straightforward extension of the transmission
strategy as in case of CP-OFDM
In some publications on MIMO FBMC/OQAM systems,
such as [8] and [9], it is assumed that the channel stays
constant across adjacent subcarriers and during consecu-
tive symbol periods, i.e.,
Hk[n] = H[i] ,
 = k − 1, k, k + 1, i = n − 3, . . . , n + 3.
Since the precoding is performed on a per-subcarrier
basis, i.e., the calculation of the precoding matrices for a
certain subcarrier is solely determined by the channel on
the same subcarrier, the precoding matrices are also the
same on adjacent subcarriers. Therefore, the combined
received signal on the kth subcarrier and at the nth time
instant can be expressed as
yk[n]=Hk[n]Fk[n] d˜k[n]+nk[n] , (5)
where d˜k[n] contains the real-valued desired signal and






cid[i] , (, i) = (k, n).
(6)
Considering d˜k[n] as an equivalent transmitted signal, (5)
resembles the data model of a CP-OFDM-based multi-
user MIMO downlink system. Consequently, transmis-
sion strategies that have been developed for multi-user
MIMO CP-OFDM downlink systems can be straightfor-
wardly extended to their FBMC/OQAM-based counter-
parts where only one additional step is required, i.e.,
taking the real part of the resulting signal after the multi-
plication by the decoding matrix
dˆk[n]= Re
{DHk [n] yk[n] } , (7)
where Dk[n]∈ CM
(tot)
R ×d is the combined block-diagonal
decoding matrix on the kth subcarrier and at the nth
time instant that contains the decoding matricesDq,k[n]∈
C
MRq×dq , q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q, for theQ users, respectively. It is
worth mentioning that there is no cooperation among the
users, and the decoding matrix for each user is computed
separately.
The concept of this transmission scheme is simple,
does not induce much additional processing compared to
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CP-OFDM-based systems, and directly applies the state-
of-the-art transmit as well as receive processing tech-
niques developed for the CP-OFDM-based multi-user
MIMO downlink. Nevertheless, it relies on the imprac-
tical assumption that the channel is flat fading and time
invariant. In case of frequency selective channels, this
transmission strategy fails to completely eliminate the
intrinsic interference inherent in FBMC/OQAM systems
and thus suffers from a performance degradation as also
shown in the simulations section.
2.2 Block diagonalization-based approach
In [13] a BD-based precoding algorithm has been pro-
posed for FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO down-
link systems, where M(BS)T ≥ M(tot)R . First, the BD
algorithm [14] is used to calculate the first part of the pre-
coding matrix Fq,k[n], q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q, for the Q users to
mitigate the multi-user interference. By rendering Fq,k[n]
for the qth user to lie in the null space of all the other users’
combined channel matrix, it is ensured that
Hg,k[n] ·Fq,k[n] = 0 ∈ CMRq×M
(eq)
Tq , g = q. (8)









+ nq,k[n] , (, i) = (k, n), (9)
where Hq,k[n]Fq,k[n]∈ CMRq×M
(eq)
Tq , q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q, can
be treated as the equivalent channels for parallel single-
user transmissions. Let us expand the real part of the













× Re {cidq,[i] }
+ Re {nq,k[n] } , (, i) = (k, n).
(10)
To cancel the intrinsic interference, the second term on
the right-hand side of (10) should be rendered as zero.
This can be achieved by computing the second part of the
precoding matrix such that [13]
Im
{HqFqGq} = 0 ∈ CMRq×dq , (11)
where FqGq represents the precoding matrix for the qth
user on a certain subcarrier and at a certain time instant,
andHq denotes the channel matrix for the qth user on the
same subcarrier and at the same time instant. From now
on, the time and frequency indices are ignored as the pre-
coding is performed on a per-subcarrier basis. It should
be noted that the optimization of the power allocation is
originally incorporated in the BD-based technique [13].
Nevertheless, this part of the algorithm is not reviewed
in detail here, since optimizing the power allocation is
beyond the scope of this paper and equal power alloca-
tion is assumed. In the simulations section, when using the
BD-based technique as a benchmark scheme, equal power
allocation is also adopted to ensure a fair comparison.
This approach outperforms the straightforward exten-
sion of the CP-OFDM case in the sense that it is able to
tolerate a certain level of the frequency selectivity of the
channel. However, it suffers from the dimensionality con-
straint that the number of transmit antennas at the base
station has to be larger than or equal to the total number
of receive antennas of the users, i.e., M(BS)T ≥ M(tot)R . For
the case where M(BS)T = M(tot)R , this scheme is not able to
provide a satisfactory performance as shown later in the
simulations section.
3 Coordinated beamforming for the single-cell
multi-user MIMO downlink
Based on the philosophy on the precoding design for
multi-user MIMO downlink settings first proposed in
[26], the precoding matrix for each user is decomposed
into two parts as already shown in (4). For the qth user, the
first part Fq eliminates the multi-user interferenced. The
second partGq plays the role of the transmit beamforming
matrix for each equivalent single-user transmission after
the multi-user interference cancelation. Due to the fact
that the intrinsic interference resides in FBMC/OQAM-
based systems, we propose to further decouple Gq into
two parts, i.e.,
Gq = Gq,1Gq,2 ∈ CM
(eq)
Tq ×dq , (12)
where Gq,1 ∈ CM
(eq)
Tq ×Mxq is computed to suppress the
intrinsic interference, and Gq,2 ∈ RMxq×dq is used for the
spatial mapping.
3.1 The IIM-CBF 1 algorithm
We first propose a coordinated beamforming-based trans-
mission scheme IIM-CBF 1 for symmetric multi-user
MIMO downlink settings where M(BS)T = M(tot)R . BD [14]
is employed to calculate the first part of the precoding
matrices Fq∈ CM
(BS)
T ×M(eq)Tq , q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q. For the qth
user, define a matrix H˜e ∈ C(M
(tot)
R −MRq )×M(BS)T as
H˜e =
[
HT1 . . . HTq−1 HTq+1 . . . HTQ
]T
, (13)
which contains the channel matrices of all the other users.
The precoding matrix Fq for the qth user is obtained as
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Fq = V˜ e(q,0) ∈ CM
(BS)
T ×M(eq)Tq , where V˜ e(q,0) contains the
lastM(eq)Tq right singular vectors that form an orthonormal
basis for the null space of H˜e [14]. The resulting equiv-
alent number of transmit antennas M(eq)Tq = M
(BS)
T −∑Q
g=1,g =q MRg is equal toMRq . The reader is referred [14]
for more details of the BD algorithm.
For the qth user, we propose to jointly and iteratively
update the second part of its precoding matrix Gq and
its decoding matrix. An equivalent channel matrix Heq is
defined as
Heq = DTqHqFq ∈ Cdq×M
(eq)
Tq , (14)
where Dq ∈ RMRq×dq is the real-valued decoding matrix.
The proposed coordinated beamforming algorithm is
summarized as follows:
• Step 1 : Initialize the decoding matrixD(0)q ∈ RMRq×dq ,
set the iteration index p to zero, and set a threshold 
for the stopping criterion. The decoding matrix is
generated randomly if the current subcarrier is the
first one; otherwise, set the decoding matrix as the
one calculated for the previous subcarrier [24].
• Step 2 : Set p ← p + 1 and calculate the equivalent
channel matrix H(p)eq in the pth iteration as
H(p)eq = D(p−1)
T


















• Step 3 : Calculate the precodingmatrixG(p)q =G(p)q,1G(p)q,2
for the pth iteration. First, we perform the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of Hˇ(p)eq as
Hˇ(p)eq = U(p)q,1(p)q,1V (p)
T
q,1 . (17)
Denoting the rank of Hˇ(p)eq as r
(p)
q , we define
V (p)q,1,0 ∈ R2M
(eq)
Tq ×Mxq as containing the last
Mxq = 2M(eq)Tq − r
(p)
q right singular vectors that form
an orthonormal basis for the null space of Hˇ(p)eq .












⎦ ∈ R2M(eq)Tq ×Mxq . (18)
To further calculate G(p)q,2 , the following equivalent
channel matrix after the cancelation of the intrinsic





∈ Rdq×Mxq . (19)
Further calculate the SVD of H˜(p)eq and define
V (p)q,2,1 ∈ RMxq×dq as containing the first dq right
singular vectors. Thereby, G(p)q,2 is obtained as
G(p)q,2 = V (p)q,2,1.
• Step 4 : Update the decoding matrix based on the
equivalent channel matrix after the cancelation of the
intrinsic interference where only the processing at





∈ RMRq×dq . (20)
When the MMSE receivere is used, the decoding







etxq + σ 2n Idq
)−1
. (21)
• Step 5 : Calculate the term (Gq) defined as
(Gq) =
∥∥∥G(p)q − G(p−1)q ∥∥∥2F , (22)
which measures the change of the precoding matrix
Gq. If (Gq) < , the convergence is achieved, and
the iterative procedure terminates. Otherwise go
back to Step 2.
It is important to note that in the special case where
M(eq)Tq = MRq = dq + 1, we propose to compute the
decoding matrix in the initialization step as follows. Con-
sequently, it is observed that the coordinated beamform-
ing technique only needs two iterations to converge. First,






{HqFq} Re {HqFq} ] , (23)
and letV (0)q,1,0 contain the last (2M
(eq)
Tq −MRq ) right singular


















such that it contains the first dq left singu-
lar vectors. Then the decoding matrix for the initialization
step is chosen as
D(0)q = U(0)q,2,1. (25)
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3.2 The IIM-CBF 2 algorithm
In multi-user MIMO FBMC/OQAM downlink systems
where the total number of receive antennas of the users
exceeds the number of transmit antennas at the base
station, the BD algorithm [14] or the BD-based tech-
nique [13] cannot be employed to achieve the multi-user
interference or the intrinsic interference suppression.
Therefore, we propose another iterative procedure to
jointly compute the precoding matrix and the decoding
matrix. Let us first define an equivalent combined channel









⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ Cd×M(BS)T . (26)
Unlike the coordinated beamforming schemes in [19] or
[24], the decoding matricesDq ∈ RMRq×dq , q = 1, 2, . . . ,Q
are forced to be real-valued. Although the BD-based con-
cept cannot be employed on the physical channel due
to the dimensionality constraint, it can be used on this
equivalent channel.
The proposed IIM-CBF 2 algorithm for the
FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO downlink sys-
tem is described in detail as follows:
• Step 1 : Initialize the decoding matrices
D(0)q ∈ RMRq×dq (q = 1, . . . ,Q), set the iteration
index p to zero, and set a threshold  for the stopping
criterion. If the current subcarrier is the first one, the
decoding matrices are generated randomly;
otherwise, set the decoding matrices as those
calculated for the previous subcarrier [24].
• Step 2 : Set p ← p + 1 and calculate the equivalent












where H(p)eq = D(p−1)
T
q Hq is the equivalent channel
matrix for the qth user in the pth iteration.
• Step 3 : Calculate the precoding matrices F(p)q
(q = 1, . . . ,Q) in the pth iteration to cancel the multi-
user interference based on the BD algorithm [14]. For
















which contains the equivalent channel matrices of all
the other users that are calculated in Step 2. The
precoding matrix F(p)q for the qth user in the pth
iteration is obtained as F(p)q = V˜ (p)e(q,0) ∈ C
M(BS)T ×M(eq)Tq ,
where V˜ (p)e(q,0) contains the lastM
(eq)
Tq right singular
vectors that form an orthonormal basis for the null
space of H˜(p)eq [14]. To this end, the multi-user MIMO
downlink transmission is decoupled into parallel
equivalent single-user MIMO transmissions that will
be considered in the following steps.
• Step 4 : Define a matrix Hˇ(p)eq ∈ R
dq×2M(eq)Tq for the qth
user based on its equivalent channel matrix H(p)eq F(p)q












• Step 5 : Calculate the precodingmatrixG(p)q =G(p)q,1G(p)q,2
for the qth user in the pth iteration. First, we perform




2M(eq)Tq ×Mxq as containing the lastMxq = 2M(eq)Tq −
r(p)q right singular vectors that form an orthonormal
basis for the null space of Hˇ(p)eq , where r
(p)
q denotes

















⎦ ∈ R2M(eq)Tq ×Mxq (30)
such that (11) is fulfilled to achieve the mitigation of
the intrinsic interference.
Now we define the following equivalent channel
matrix after canceling the intrinsic interference for





∈ Rdq×Mxq . (31)
Further calculate the SVD of H¯(p)eq and define
V (p)q,2,1 ∈ RMxq×dq as containing the first dq right
singular vectors. Then G(p)q,2 is obtained as
G(p)q,2 = V (p)q,2,1.
• Step 6 : Update the decoding matrix for each user
based on the real-valued equivalent channel matrix
where the processing at the transmitter and the
procedure of taking the real part of the receive signal





∈ RMRq×dq , q = 1, . . . ,Q.
(32)
When the MMSE receiver is used, the update of the
decoding matrix in the pth iteration for the qth user







etxq + σ 2n Idq
)−1
. (33)
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• Step 7 : Calculate the term ξ (p) that measures the
residual multi-user and the inter-stream interference





where off(·) indicates an operation of keeping all
off-diagonal elements of its input matrix while setting
its diagonal elements to zero. If ξ (p) < , the
convergence is achieved, and the iterative procedure
terminates. Otherwise go back to Step 2.
Note that the stopping criterion similar as (22) that
tracks the change of the precoding matrix can also be
adoptedf. In addition, for both IIM-CBF schemes pro-
posed in this section and Section 3.1, it is not required
that the users are informed of the decoding matrices that
are obtained at the base station while computing the pre-
coding matrices. After the users acquire the information
of the effective channel via channel estimation, the receive
processing can be performed. For example, the MMSE
receiver of the effective channel for each user can be
employed.
4 Coordinated beamforming for the CoMP
downlink
In this section, we focus on a CoMP downlink setting
based on [19]. Note that in [19] a clustered cellular sce-
nario is considered where each cluster contains multiple
cells. Since full cooperation is assumed in each cluster, the
downlink transmissions for each cluster resemble those of
the single-cell multi-user MIMO downlink. Therefore, we
simplify the scenario description of the CoMP downlink
and only consider joint transmission of adjacent cells. It
is assumed that the cell interior users only receive signals
from their own base station and suffer only from the intra-
cell interference, i.e., the multi-user interference as in the
single-cell multi-user MIMO downlink scenarios. On the
other hand, both the intra-cell interference and the inter-
cell interference have an impact on the cell edge users. To
assist the cell edge users to combat the interference and
also deal with the greater path loss compared to the cell
interior users, the base stations of the adjacent cells trans-
mit the same signals to each cell edge user. An example of
a two-cell FBMC/OQAM-based CoMP downlink scenario
is illustrated in Figure 1.
Assume that Cell 1 and Cell 2 are equipped withM(BS1)T
and M(BS2)T transmit antennas, respectively. The number
of users served by each cell is denoted as Q. The received
signal on the kth subcarrier and at the nth time instant of
the qth user of Cell 1 as a cell interior user is expressed as
Base station




Figure 1 Illustration of a two-cell CoMP downlink scenario. An
example of a two-cell CoMP downlink scenario where a cell interior












T represents the channel
matrix between the base station of Cell 1 and the qth user
with MRq receive antennas, Fk,(1)[n] symbolizes the pre-
coding matrix for Cell 1, and dk,(1)[n] contains the signals
for all users served by Cell 1. It can be seen that for a
cell interior user, assuming that the inter-cell interference
is negligible, the transmission from the base station in its
own cell is the same as in a single-cell multi-user MIMO
downlink system. For the gth user that is a cell edge user
and receives the same signals from both Cell 1 and Cell
2, its received signal on the kth subcarrier and at the nth















+ ng,k[n] , (, i) = (k, n).
(36)
Here the channel matrix, precoding matrix, and the data
vector with respect to Cell 2 are denoted similarly as in
(35) only with ‘(2)’ in the subscripts. Note that dg,k,(1)[n]=
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dg,k,(2)[n], i.e., the signals from Cell 1 and Cell 2 trans-
mitted to the gth userg are the same. To enable such
FBMC/OQAM-based CoMP downlink transmissions, the
mitigation of the intra-cell, inter-cell, and intrinsic inter-
ference has to be achieved. Therefore, we propose the
following IIM-CBF scheme that is an extension of the
approach described in Section 3.2 and is also the out-
come of adapting the Extended FlexCoBF algorithm for
CP-OFDM-based systems in [19] to FBMC/OQAM-based
systems.
Consider M cells, and the mth cell serves Qm users
simultaneously,m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. It is assumed that for the
mth cell, the users 1, 2, . . . , Lm are cell interior users, while
the remaining (Qm − Lm) users are cell edge users. The
proposed IIM-CBF 3 scheme is summarized as follows:
• Step 1 : Initialize the real-valued decoding matrices
D(0)q (q = 1, . . . ,Qm) for themth cell, where
m = 1, . . . ,M. Set the iteration index p to zero, and
set a threshold  for the stopping criterion. If the
current subcarrier is the first one, the decoding
matrices are generated randomly; otherwise, set the
decoding matrices as those calculated for the
previous subcarrier [24].
• Step 2 : Set p ← p + 1 and calculate the equivalent












where H(p)e(q,m) = D(p−1)
T
q Hq,m is the equivalent
channel matrix for the qth user in the pth iteration.
• Step 3 : Calculate the precoding matrices F(p)q,mG(p)q,m
(q = 1, . . . ,Qm) following Step 3 to Step 5 of
Section 3.2 to achieve the suppression of the
multi-user interference and the intrinsic interference.
• Step 4 : Update the decoding matrix for each user
based on the real-valued equivalent channel matrix
where the processing at the transmitter and the
procedure of taking the real part of the receive signal
are taken into account.
1. For the qth user that is a cell interior user of the







2. For the qth user that is a cell edge user, define a
set Sq,m that contains the indices of the cells that
simultaneously transmit the same signals to the







Hqr ,rF(p)qr ,rG(p)qr ,r
}
, (39)
where qr represents the index of the qth user of
themth cell in the rth cell and qm = q following
this definition. It is required that the base station
of themth cell is informed by the rth cell, r ∈ Sq,m
and r = m, of the corresponding real-valued
equivalent channel matrices after the precoding
and the operation of taking the real part of the
received signal. In a summary, the cooperation of
the adjacent cells involves the knowledge of the
signals for cell edge users. It also requires the
exchange of these real-valued equivalent channel
matrices that are used to compute the decoding
matrix for each cell edge user, which can be
achieved by adopting the two exchange
mechanisms proposed in [19].
Afterwards, when a single data stream is transmitted
to each user, the decoding matrix for the qth user in
the pth iteration can be obtained by employing the
maximal ratio combining (MRC) receiver or the
MMSE receiver of the its equivalent channel matrix
H(p)etx(q,m) . On the other hand, when there exist users
to which multiple data streams are transmitted, we










• Step 5 : Calculate the term ξ (p)m for themth cell that
measures the residual multi-user and the inter-stream
interference for the pth iteration. When a single data




∥∥∥off (D(p)Tm · Re {HmF(p)m })∥∥∥2F , (41)
where off(·) indicates an operation of keeping all off-
diagonal elements of its input matrix while setting its
diagonal elements to zero. Moreover, D(p)m , Hm, and F(p)m
denote the block diagonal combined decoding matrix in
the pth iteration, the combined channel matrix, and the
precoding matrix in the pth iteration for the mth cell,
respectively.
When multiple data streams are transmitted to at least









































On the right-hand side of (42), the first term corre-
sponds to the residual inter-stream interference of each
cell interior user, while the second term represents the
residual multi-user interference that it still suffers from.
For each cell edge user, the third term on the right-hand
side of (42) measures its residual inter-stream interfer-
ence. Here we take into account the fact that coordinated
adjacent cells transmit the same signals to the cell edge
user simultaneously. Recall that Sq,m contains the indices
of the cells that serve the qth user of the mth cell. More-
over, the fourth term corresponds to the residual multi-
user interference that affects each cell edge user. If ξ (p)m <
, the convergence is achieved, and the iterative procedure
terminates. Otherwise go back to Step 2.
As mentioned before, this coordinated beamforming
scheme is designed based on the CoMP technique in [19].
Nevertheless, due to the fact that the intrinsic interfer-
ence is inherent in FBMC/OQAM systems, we have pro-
posed to incorporate the additional processing to suppress
the intrinsic interference. Moreover, different choices
of the stopping criterion are recommended for single-
stream transmissions and multiple-stream transmissions,
respectively.
Finally, we summarize the proposed IIM-CBF schemes
in Table 2. These three algorithms are all based on the
concept of jointly and iteratively computing the precoding
matrix and decoding matrix. In addition, they mitigate the
intra-cell and inter-cell interference as well as the intrin-
sic interference in a ZF fashion. Nevertheless, the three
Table 2 Acronyms of the proposed IIM-CBF schemes and
the corresponding scenarios
Acronyms Configurations Interference type
IIM-CBF 1 Multi-user MIMO downlink,
M(BS)T = M(tot)R
Intrinsic, multi-user





IIM-CBF 3 CoMP downlink Intrinsic, intra-/inter-cell
schemes are designed for different configurations and deal
with the different types of interference. IIM-CBF 1 is
developed for symmetric single-cell FBMC/OQAM-based
multi-user MIMO downlink settings. In this scenario, BD
can still be employed to cancel the multi-user interfer-
ence. Therefore, in IIM-CBF 1 only the precoding matrix
for each equivalent single user transmission (i.e., Gq for
the qth user) is computed via the iterative procedure to
suppress the intrinsic interference. On the other hand,
IIM-CBF 2 is proposed to overcome the dimensionality
constraint thatM(tot)R must not exceedM
(BS)
T in the single-
cell FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO downlink.
The complete precoding matrix (i.e., for the qth user
FqGq) that mitigates the multi-user interference and the
intrinsic interference is computed iteratively and jointly
with the decoding matrix. Unlike the first two schemes,
IIM-CBF 3, as a novel FBMC/OQAM-based CoMP tech-
nique, is devised to enable the joint transmission of adja-
cent cells and to mitigate both the intra-cell interference
and the inter-cell interference. In the meantime, it is able
to achieve the suppression of the intrinsic interference
inherent in FBMC/OQAM-based systems. Although the
three IIM-CBF schemes exhibit satisfactory capabilities
in alleviating the dimensionality constraint and in com-
bating different types of interference, a complete elim-
ination of the intrinsic interference that is inherent in
FBMC/OQAM-based systems is not achieved. We revisit
this issue in Section 5.2. It is worth noting that com-
pared to the transmission strategy reviewed in Section 2.1,
the residual intrinsic interference in case of the IIM-CBF
schemes is much smaller, which is reflected in the perfor-
mance comparison in Section 5. Throughout this work,
equal power allocation is considered. A direct implemen-
tation of optimal power allocation schemes developed
for CP-OFDM-based systems suffers from the loss of
optimality due to the residual intrinsic interference exist-
ing in FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO downlink
systems where the IIM-CBF algorithms are employed.
Although the power optimization issue is beyond the
scope of this paper, it is of interest to devise power
allocation schemes which are tailored for FBMC/OQAM-
based multi-user MIMO downlink systems by taking into
account the methods of the multi-user and intrinsic inter-
ferencemitigation as well as possible residual interference.
5 Simulation results
In this section, we evaluate the BER and the sum rate
performances of the proposed IIM-CBF techniques in
various simulation settings. For all examples, the num-
ber of subcarriers is 1,024 and the total bandwidth is 10
MHz. In the case of CP-OFDM, the length of the CP is
set to 1/8 of the symbol period. The ITU Ped-A chan-
nel or the ITU Veh-A channel [27] is adopted. Moreover,
the PHYDYAS prototype filter [25] with the overlapping
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factor K = 4 is employed. The data symbols are drawn
from a 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16 QAM)
constellation. Perfect CSI is assumed at the transmitter
and at the receiver.
5.1 Single-cell multi-user MIMO downlink
In the first experiment, a symmetric single-cell multi-
user MIMO downlink setting is considered, where the
base station is equipped with M(BS)T = 8 transmit
antennas, each of the two users has four receive anten-
nas, and the number of spatial streams transmitted to
each user is 3. The BER performances of the three
schemes for FBMC/OQAM-based systems are presented
and also compared to that of a CP-OFDM-based system
in Figure 2. It can be found that IIM-CBF 1 described
in Section 3.1 yields the best performance. The multi-
user interference is first mitigated by using the BD algo-
rithm [14], and the precoding matrix and the decoding
matrix are computed jointly and iteratively for each of
the resulting 4 × 4 equivalent point-to-point transmis-
sions. Note that the decoding matrix is initialized as (25).
In this case, we observe that it takes only two itera-
tions to converge. On the other hand, the transmission
scheme that is a straightforward extension of BD [14]
for the CP-OFDM case as described in Section 2.1 relies
on the assumption that the channel frequency responses
remain the same across adjacent subcarriers. As the ITU
Veh-A channel exhibits frequency selectivity and such an
assumption is therefore violated, the performance of this
scheme degrades especially in the high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) regime. We can also observe that in this



















FBMC/OQAM direct extension of BD [14]
as for CP−OFDM (cf. Section 2.1)
FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 1 (cf. Section 3.1)
CP−OFDM BD [14]
FBMC/OQAM BD based precoding scheme
(cf. Section 2.2 and [13])
Figure 2 Comparison of the BER performances of different
schemes in a symmetric multi-user MIMO downlink system.
Multi-user MIMO downlink settings where Q = 2,M(BS)T = M(tot)R = 8,
d = 6; the ITU Veh-A channel is considered; Es denotes the energy of
each 16 QAM symbol, and N0 represents the noise power spectral
density.
symmetric scenario, the BD-based precoding algorithmi
proposed in [13] performs much worse compared to the
other schemes.
In the second and the third examples, we consider
single-cell multi-user MIMO downlink settings where the
base station equipped with M(BS)T = 8 transmit anten-
nas simultaneously serves two users and three users , i.e.,
Q = 2 and 3, respectively. Each of the two users in the
second scenario has five receive antennas, and the num-
ber of data streams transmitted to each user is 3. On
the other hand, the three users in the third scenario are
equipped with three receive antennas each, and two data
streams are transmitted to each of the three users. Note
that for such M(tot)R > M
(BS)
T configurations, the trans-
mission strategy proposed in [13] and briefly reviewed in
Section 2.2 cannot be employed. Figures 3 and 4 show
the BER curves for these two scenarios, respectively. Two
techniques are considered for the FBMC/OQAM-based
system, i.e., IIM-CBF 2 presented in Section 3.2 and a
direct extension (cf. Section 2.1) of the LoCCoBF algo-
rithm [24] originally designed for the case of CP-OFDM.
For the purpose of comparison, we also present the BER
performance of a CP-OFDM-based system with the same
configuration where LoCCoBF is employed. For both the
proposed IIM-CBF 2 scheme and LoCCoBF,  for the
stopping criterion is set to 10−5, and the maximum num-
ber of iterationsj is 50. It can be observed that the per-
formance of the FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO
downlink system where IIM-CBF 2 is employed is slightly
better than its CP-OFDM-based counterpart due to the
fact that no insertion of the CP is required. The other
transmission scheme for the FBMC/OQAM-based system





















FBMC/OQAM direct extension of LoCCoBF [24]
as for CP−OFDM (cf. Section 2.1)
FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 2 (cf. Section 3.2)
CP−OFDM LoCCoBF [24]
Figure 3 Comparison of the BER performances of different
schemes in a multi-user MIMO downlink system.Multi-user MIMO
downlink settings where Q = 2,M(BS)T = 8,M(tot)R = 10, d = 6; the ITU
Ped-A channel is considered; Es denotes the energy of each 16 QAM
symbol, and N0 represents the noise power spectral density.
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FBMC/OQAM direct extension of LoCCoBF [24]
as for CP−OFDM (cf. Section 2.1)
FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 2 (cf. Section 3.2)
CP−OFDM LoCCoBF [24]
Figure 4 Comparison of the BER performances of different
schemes in a multi-user MIMO downlink system.Multi-user MIMO
downlink settings where Q = 3,M(BS)T = 8,M(tot)R = 9, d = 6; the ITU
Ped-A channel is considered; Es denotes the energy of each 16 QAM
symbol, and N0 represents the noise power spectral density.
suffers from a performance degradation due to the fre-
quency selectivity of the channel. By assuming that the
channel stays constant across the neighboring subcarriers,
the multi-user interference and the intrinsic interference
cannot be eliminated even for high SNRs.
In addition, the convergence behavior of IIM-CBF 2 for
the single-cell multi-user MIMO FBMC/OQAM down-
link system where M(tot)R > M
(BS)
T is investigated. The
complimentary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
of the number of iterations required to achieve the conver-
gence of the IIM-CBF 2 scheme presented in Section 3.2
and LoCCoBF for the case of CP-OFDM is illustrated
in Figure 5. The three-user scenario used for Figure 4 is
considered. By comparison, we also plot the same set of
results for a four-user case, i.e., Q = 4. The base station
has eight transmit antennas, and each of the four users is
equipped with three receive antennas and is sent to two
data streams. Therefore, the total number of the receive
antennas of the users M(tot)R = 12 and all spatial degrees
of freedom are exploited.
It can be observed that for the three-user scenario,
IIM-CBF 2 converges within six iterations in almost all
of the cases. As the number of users and consequently
the total number of receive antennas increase, the num-
ber of iterations needed for the convergence becomes
slightly larger. Nevertheless, the convergence is achieved
within ten iterations. Moreover, we can see from the
comparison of the proposed IIM-CBF 2 technique for
the FBMC/OQAM-based system and LoCCoBF for the
case of CP-OFDM that the number of iterations required
for the convergence for both schemes is similar. Hence,
compared to the CP-OFDM-based multi-user MIMO



















FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 2, Q = 4, M
T
(BS) = 8, M
R
(tot) = 12, d = 8
CP−OFDM LoCCoBF [24], Q = 4, M
T
(BS) = 8, M
R
(tot) = 12, d = 8
FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 2, Q = 3, M
T
(BS) = 8, M
R
(tot) = 9, d = 6
CP−OFDM LoCCoBF [24], Q = 3, M
T
(BS) = 8, M
R
(tot) = 9, d = 6
Figure 5 CCDF of the number of iterations required for IIM-CBF 2
and LoCCoBF. CCDF of the number of iterations required for IIM-CBF
2 and LoCCoBF in multi-user MIMO FBMC/OQAM and CP-OFDM-
based downlink systems with different settings, respectively; the ITU
Ped-A channel is considered.
downlink setting, employing such an IIM-CBF technique
in the FBMC/OQAM-based system whereM(tot)R > M
(BS)
T
does not result in an increased number of iterations for the
convergence. Only the processing dedicated to the elimi-
nation of the intrinsic interference contributes to a slight
additional complexity.
Furthermore, we consider again the four-user single-cell
multi-user MIMO downlink system (as used in Figure 5)
and investigate the impact of the residual CFO. The IIM-
CBF 2 scheme for the FBMC/OQAM-based system and
LoCCoBF for CP-OFDM are considered. In addition, it is
assumed that the residual CFO (normalized by the sub-
carrier spacing) rangesk either from 0 to 0.1 or from 0
to 0.15. Figure 6 illustrates the corresponding BER per-
formances of these two schemes in the presence of the
residual CFO. Notice that the CP-OFDM-based system
suffers from a severe performance degradation. In con-
trast, the FBMC/OQAM-based system with IIM-CBF 2
significantly outperforms its CP-OFDM-based counter-
part, and it exhibits a greater robustness against the
synchronization errors in the frequency domain.
5.2 CoMP downlink
In the sequel, the performance of the FBMC/OQAM-
based CoMP downlink is assessed. Instead of BER, we
choose to use the sum rate performance as the evalua-
tion approach.We start with a two-cell scenario consisting
of five users in total. Each cell equipped with four trans-
mit antennas serves three users each with two receive
antennas, which forms a 4 × 6 multi-user downlink set-
ting. Among the three users, two are cell interior users,
and one is a cell edge user. A single data stream is trans-
mitted to each cell interior user, and two data streams
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residual CFO ∈ (0, 0.1), FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 2
residual CFO ∈ (0, 0.1), CP−OFDM LoCCoBF [24]
residual CFO ∈ (0, 0.15), FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 2
residual CFO ∈ (0, 0.15), CP−OFDM LoCCoBF [24]
Figure 6 BER performances of different schemes in multi-user
MIMO downlink systems where residual CFOs are present.
Multi-user MIMO downlink settings in the presence of residual CFOs
(unit: subcarrier spacing) where Q = 4,M(BS)T = 8,M(tot)R = 12, d = 8;
the ITU Ped-A channel is considered; Es denotes the energy of each
16 QAM symbol, and N0 represents the noise power spectral density.
are transmitted to the cell edge use, i.e., for each cell
full spatial multiplexing is considered. The path loss of
the transmission to the cell edge users is assumed to be
ten times bigger than that for the cell interior users [19].
To calculate the sum rate for both the FBMC/OQAM
and the CP-OFDM cases, we first compute an instan-
taneous signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) on
each data stream for each subcarrier. In case of the
FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO downlink where
IIM-CBF 2 is employed, the decoded signal is written as








H[i]F[i] cid[i] + nk[n]
⎫⎬
⎭
= DTk [n] ·Re {Hk[n]Fk[n] }dk[n]










+ DTk [n] ·Re {nk[n] } , (, i) = (k, n).
(43)
where
c¯i = Im {ci} , d¯[i]= d[i] , when ( + i) is even,
c¯i = ci, d¯[i]= Im {d[i] } , when ( + i) is odd.
Note that as mentioned in Section 2, for the case where
(+ i) is even, the signal d[i] on the th subcarrier and at
the ith time instant is real, while the corresponding coef-
ficient ci is pure imaginary. On the contrary, when (+ i)
is odd, d[i] and ci are pure imaginary and real, respec-
tively. This explains the definitions of c¯i and d¯[i] shown
above. Let us further write (43) as





× H(inf) [i] d¯[i]+n˜k[n] , (, i) = (k, n),
(44)
where
H(eff)k [n] = DTk [n] ·Re {Hk[n]Fk[n] } ∈ Rd×d ,
H(inf) [i] = DTk [n] ·Im {−H[i]F[i] } c¯i ∈ Rd×d,
n˜k[n] = DTk [n] ·Re {nk[n] } .
To calculate the SINR denoted by γr,k for the rth data
stream on the kth subcarrier, where r = 1, . . . , d, the entry
(r, r) of H(eff)k [n] determines the effective gain for the rth
data stream, while the entries (r,u) (u = 1, . . . , d,u = r)
of H(eff)k [n] determine the residual multi-user and inter-
stream interference. In addition, the elements of the rth
row of H(inf) [i] provide a measure of the residual intrin-
sic interference. Notice that only whenDk[n]= D[i] ( =
k − 1, k, k + 1, i = n − 3, . . . , n + 3, and (, i) = (k, n)),
H(inf) [i] is rendered as zero, and the intrinsic interference
is completely eliminated. Due to the fact that the chan-
nel is not flat fading, the aforementioned condition is not
fulfilled, leading to the existence of the residual intrinsic
interference. The noise component can be extracted from
the covariance matrix of n˜k[n]
Rn˜˜nk [n]= DTk [n] ·
N0
2 IMR · Dk[n] . (45)
Therefore, γr,k is computed as
γr,k =
(















)2 + (Rn˜˜nk [n] (r, r))2
.
(46)
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log2(1 + γr,k), (47)
where Nc is the total number of subcarriers. For the case
of CP-OFDM, the sum rate can be computed similarly,
but the residual intrinsic interference term does not exist.
Moreover, the Re{·} operation is not used. On the other
hand, when a transmission scheme that is a straightfor-
ward extension of the CP-OFDM case (cf. Section 2.1) is
adopted, the residual intrinsic interference results from
the violation of the assumption that the channels of adja-
cent subcarriers are the same. Therefore, the effective
channel that determines the intrinsic interference caused
by the signal on the th subcarrier and at the ith time
instant to that on the kth subcarrier and at the nth time
instant, where (, i) = (k, n), is expressed as
H(inf) [i]= Im
{DHk [n]H[i]F[i]−DHk [n]Hk[n]Fk[n] } c¯i.
(48)
Then, the sum rate for this case can be calculated accord-
ingly. It is worth mentioning that in case of the downlink
of the CoMP system, the fact that adjacent cells send the
same signal to each cell edge user should be taken into
account in the sum rate calculation, while the rest resem-
bles the aforementioned case of the multi-user MIMO
downlink system.
To this end, we use Figure 7 to illustrate the sum
rate performances of two transmission schemes for the
FBMC/OQAM-based CoMP downlink systems described
at the beginning of this section. Here SNR = PT/σ 2n ,
where PT is the transmit power of each cell. The



















FBMC/OQAM direct extension of
Extended FlexCoBF [19]
as for CP−OFDM (cf. Section 2.1)
FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 3 (cf. Section 4)
CP−OFDM Extended FlexCoBF [19]
Figure 7 Comparison of the sum rate performances of different
coordinated beamforming schemes in the CoMP downlink.
CoMP downlink settings where the total number of users in two
adjacent cells is 5; the ITU Ped-A channel is considered.
CP-OFDM-based system where Extended FlexCoBFl is
employed is also considered for comparison. It can be seen
that IIM-CBF 3 leads to a slightly better performance of
the FBMC/OQAM-based system in contrast to the CP-
OFDM-based system. The reason is that the former has
a higher spectral efficiency compared to the latter, since
no CP is required. This observation also implies the effec-
tiveness of the proposed transmission strategy IIM-CBF
3 in mitigating the intra-cell and inter-cell interference as
well as the intrinsic interference. By comparison, when a
transmission strategy originally designed for CP-OFDM,
here Extended FlexCoBF, is straightforwardly extended to
the FBMC/OQAM system and the channel is frequency
selective, the performance is much worse than that of the
proposed IIM-CBF 3 scheme due to a much higher level
of the residual interference.
Moreover, Figure 8 depicts the CCDF of the number of
iterations required for the IIM-CBF 3 technique to con-
verge. For all the evaluated schemes,  used for the stop-
ping criterion is set to 10−5, and the iterative procedure
is manually terminated when the number of iterations
reaches 50. Two types of the frequency selective channel,
ITU Ped-A and Veh-A, are considered. Recall that in the
initialization step of IIM-CBF 3, the decoding matrices
calculated for the previous subcarrier are used to initialize
the decoding matrices for the current subcarrier. There-
fore, the lower the frequency selectivity of the channel
is, the more effective becomes such a choice of the ini-
tial decoding matrices, which leads to a smaller number
of iterations required for the convergence of the coordi-
nated beamforming algorithm. Consequently, we observe
in Figure 8 that compared to the case of the ITU Veh-A
channel which is more frequency selective, the number of

















FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 3, ITU Veh−A channel
CP−OFDM Extended FlexCoBF [19], ITU Veh−A channel
FBMC/OQAM IIM−CBF 3, ITU Ped−A channel
CP−OFDM Extended FlexCoBF [19], ITU Ped−A channel
Figure 8 CCDF of the number of iterations required for IIM-CBF 3
and Extended FlexCoBF. CoMP downlink settings where the total
number of users in two adjacent cells is 5; the ITU Ped-A channel or
the ITU Veh-A channel is considered.
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iterations that are needed by the coordinated beamform-
ing schemes to converge in case of the ITU Ped-A channel
is slightly smaller. However, even when the ITU Veh-A is
considered as the propagation channel, the proposed IIM-
CBF 3 technique converges within 15 iterations in almost
all of the cases.
Finally, a three-cell CoMP downlink scenario is con-
sidered. Each cell equipped with four transmit antennas
serves three users each with two receive antennas. This
leads to a 4 × 6 multi-user downlink setting. Among the
three users, two are cell interior users, and one is a cell
edge user. A single data stream is transmitted to each
cell interior user, and two data streams are transmitted to
the cell edge user. The numerical results with respect to
the sum rate performance are shown in Figure 9. Similar
observations are obtained as in Figure 7.
6 Conclusions
We have developed three IIM-CBF based transmission
schemes for the downlink of FBMC/OQAM based multi-
user MIMO systems and CoMP systems. The first algo-
rithm that is called IIM-CBF 1 is designed for a multi-user
MIMO FBMC/OQAM downlink system where M(BS)T =
M(tot)R . We have employed an iterative procedure to
jointly compute the precoding matrix and the decoding
matrix of each equivalent single-user transmission that
results from the elimination of the multi-user interfer-
ence. On the other hand, the IIM-CBF 2 technique has
been proposed as a solution to the problem that the
state-of-the-art transmission strategies for the downlink
of FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO systems fail to
work whenM(tot)R > M
(BS)
T . Moreover, we have conducted
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as for CP−OFDM (cf. Section 2.1)
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Figure 9 Comparison of the sum rate performances of different
coordinated beamforming schemes in the CoMP downlink.
CoMP downlink settings where the total number of users in three
adjacent cells is 7; the ITU Ped-A channel is considered.
an investigation of FBMC/OQAM-based CoMP downlink
systems for the first time. With a focus on the case of par-
tial cooperation of adjacent cells, the scheme, IIM-CBF
3, has been designed to enable the joint transmission of
base stations in adjacent cells and combat both the intra-
cell and the inter-cell interference. It is worth noting that
in addition to the suppression of the multi-user interfer-
ence, these three proposed IIM-CBF schemes are effective
in mitigating the intrinsic interference that is inherent
in FBMC/OQAM-based systems without assuming that
the propagation channel is almost flat fading. To demon-
strate the advantages of the three IIM-CBF algorithms,
their BER and sum rate performances have been shown in
different settings. Via the simulation results, it has been
shown that the FBMC/OQAM-based multi-user MIMO
and CoMP downlink systems where IIM-CBF 1, IIM-CBF
2, or IIM-CBF 3 is employed achieve a similar perfor-
mance compared to their CP-OFDM-based counterparts
but with a higher spectral efficiency and a greater robust-
ness against misalignments in the frequency domain. In
addition, we have numerically analyzed the convergence
of the IIM-CBF techniques. It leads to the conclusion
that the additional complexity is quite acceptable as the
price of alleviating the aforementioned dimensionality
constraint.
Endnotes
aParts of this paper have been published in ICASSP
2014 [28] and ISCCSP 2014 [29].
bHere we only provide the formulas of the channel
matrices, precoding matrices, and data vectors on the kth
subcarrier and at the nth time instant explicitly due to
limited space. In case of the th subcarrier and the ith
time instant, the corresponding expressions can be
obtained by replacing k and n with  and i, respectively.
cFor the case where (k + n) is odd, the desired signal on
the kth subcarrier and at the nth time instant is pure
imaginary, while the intrinsic interference is real
providing that the prototype pulse satisfies the perfect
reconstruction property [7,12]. As the two cases are
essentially equivalent to each other, we only take the case
where (k + n) is even to describe the proposed algorithm
in this paper. In addition, each entry in the data vector
corresponds to either the in-phase component or the
quadrature component of a QAM symbol that is
assumed to have unit energy.
dIn IIM-CBF 3 for the CoMP downlink, Fq suppresses
both the intra-cell interference and the inter-cell
interference.
eOther receivers, such as zero forcing or maximal ratio
combining, can also be employed in this coordinated
beamforming algorithm.
fThese two stopping criteria require different
thresholds for the convergence. In this work, we only
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present numerical results obtained when the stopping
criterion as in (34) is employed, and the threshold  is set
to 10−5.
gIn this example, we assume that the indices of each
cell edge user in Cell 1 and Cell 2 are the same to
facilitate the description of the scenario.
hIn such scenarios where multiple data streams are
transmitted to at least one user, by employing the MMSE
or the MRC to update the decoding matrices in IIM-CBF
3, convergence cannot be achieved.
iIn the implementation of this algorithm, after the
cancelation of the multi-user interference by using BD,
only the ZF based step that ensures the cancelation of the
intrinsic interference is considered. The remaining part
of the transmit processing (spatial mapping) and the
receive processing (MMSE receiver) are chosen to be the
same as the other schemes for the purpose of a fair
comparison. Note that the precoding algorithm proposed
in [13] is dominated by the BD and ZF based steps.
jVia numerical simulations, it has been observed that
there exist rare cases where it takes a large number of
iterations for the stopping criteria of the IIM-CBF
schemes to be fulfilled. Therefore, a maximum number
of iterations is set to handle these cases. The iterative
procedure is manually terminated if the stopping criteria
are not fulfilled when the number of iterations reaches
this maximum number. Taking IIM-CBF 2 as an example,
its stopping criterion corresponds to the residual
interference. We have observed that when the algorithm
is manually terminated, though the residual interference
is above the threshold, its value is already so small that
the performance is not affected much. Except for this
simple way of setting a maximum number of iterations,
the termination of the iterative procedure can also be
determined based on the variation of the residual
interference (in case of IIM-CBF 2 and IIM-CBF 3) or the
change of the precoding matrix (in case of IIM-CBF 1) as
the number of iterations increases.
kIn the simulations, the residual CFO is drawn
uniformly from the range (0, 0.1) or (0, 0.15).
lIn the implementation of Extended FlexCoBF [19], we
adopt the same mechanism of initializing the decoding
matrices as in the LoCCoBF algorithm [24] such that the
correlation of the channels of adjacent subcarriers is
exploited, and consequently the number of iterations
required for the convergence is reduced.
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